11 November 2020
Dear Parent/Carer,
School PE Kit
Recently there have been many queries in regards to the school PE kit, so I wanted to send you this letter with some
clarification.
Year 7 Students
Students should wear the newly released cox green PE uniform unless students have been passed down the old style
PE kit or have originally purchased the old kit. Otherwise the new style kit includes:





Black and green polo t-shirt
Black and white mid layer top
Black cox green shorts/skort
Plain black tracksuit bottoms unbranded Black cox green tracksuit bottoms/sports leggings (optional)

Students should aim to wear plain black/non logo alternatives of the above items whilst they wait for their orders to
arrive. At no point should students wear hoodies of any kind to school as part of their uniform. Students can wear a
rain jacket in case of bad weather or to keep warm.
Year 8-11 Students
Students should wear their existing Cox Green PE kit which is mainly plain black with the cox green logo in white. If
students in years 8-11 need to replace their uniform, then they will be able to purchase the newly released PE
uniform via the website or by phone. Again, Students should aim to wear plain black/non logo alternatives of the
above items whilst they wait for their orders to arrive. At no point should students wear hoodies of any kind to school
as part of their PE or school uniform. Students can wear a rain jacket in case of bad weather or to keep warm.
Optional Extras
Students are able to purchase the below items as optional extras if they wish.





Football Socks
Football Shorts
Shin Pads/Gum shield
Football Boots

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me via the main office on 01628 629415 or email
enquiries@coxgreen.com.
Yours sincerely

Mr Matthew Gullick
Director of PE, Sport and Health
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